Opening keynote (left) and community keynote (right) at JavaOne in San Francisco, 2015

BRUEHL

in March 2015 the 1,000 participants of the Java
Land-community made a big picture were every
one was invited to upload his impressions of the JavaLand-Conference
via smartphone.

LUXEMBOURG

Together with the participants
of the annual meeting of the I
AM WE_project and the population of Luxembourg and their guests, the
3D mosaic was filled with pictures and shown during the Luxembourg
Festival from 22 to 25th May 2015 night and day on the Place d‘Armes.

The communiy art project by social media artist Wolf Nkole Helzle is
designed for audience participation. Using a specially developed software, it enables people to upload their own pictures. From hundreds
to thousands of individual pictures a 3D-mosaic will be calculated. „The
future is invented constantly new. With myMatrix I implement this process pictorially: With the help of stunning technique a 3D image world
passingby, in which all parties will find both their own contributions,
and can follow the resultant overall picture“.
myMatrix on tour:

MUNIC

2014 the first performance was held in Unterhaching
nearby Munic. The occasion was the 30th anniversary
of the InterFace AG, which is an important project partners with their IF
Lab. The images of the matrix came from both the company‘s own collection from its 30-years history as well as currently shared by the guests.

BEIJING

The artist together with his students of the College of Art and Design at the University of Technology, Beijing, uploaded their pictures to the myMatrix-database to
build a huge Beijing-Matrix shown at an exhibition in Beijing.

BIRMINGHAM

The aim of the project is a
multidimensional portrait of
Birmingham with all its various aspects, consisting of thousands of individual images. Uploaded by all involved in the project, local partners
and interested multinational groups to the myMatrix server. On Saturday
15/05/2016 the public presentation of the results took place.

WOLF NKOLE HELZLE community art project

...

„The testimony of Joseph Beuys is entirely on my line: ‚The future
that we want has to be invented, otherwise we get one, we do not
want‘ - I am very interested in finding out more about it with this project,
how we invent the future that we want. myMatrix on tour.“

www.my-matrix.org

SAN FRANCISCO

The around 10.000 atten
dees of the JavaOne-conference uploaded their pictures of the anual event onto the myMatrixServer for a big picture. Also the pictures of 20 years of Java were shown
with a Matrix at the opening keynote of the conference.

STUTTGART

PM Camp Stuttgart 2016 / Die Kunst
des Projekts / has invited Wolf Nkole
Helzle and his collective art project myMatrix. All participants uploaded
their pictures for a Matrix of the PM Camp.

Wolf Nkole Helzle
Social Media Artist
Kirchgasse 25
D-72537 Mehrstetten
+49 170 188 71 40
mail@helzle.com
www.helzle.com
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Partner:

„The future is invented constantly new. With myMatrix as a participative art project I implement this
process pictorially: With the help of stunning technique a 3D image world passingby, in which all parties
will find both their own contributions, and can follow the resultant overall picture“.

www.my-matrix.org
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Go to the landing page, you will find your project(s) URL
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Upload your pictures via smartphone onto
the current project of the myMatrix-server
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At the end of the upload you´ll get an ID. Within the finished matrix you are able to enter this ID and your picture
will be shown. Larger amounts of data can be uploaded
directly by the operator
The matrix is calculated by the artist and then projected onto
a big screen. while running in the mode of „autoflight“
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